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name as string How do I call a method on a object using it's name as a string. I.e. how do I call Player.getSpeed() given that the player is an instance of Player? I've been trying int speed = 7; String methodName = "getSpeed"; if(player.hasMethod(methodName)){ String method = player.getMethod(methodName).toString(); speed =

method.substring(method.indexOf("("), method.indexOf(")")+1); } A: Player myPlayer = new Player(); String getSpeed = myPlayer.getSpeed(); You may want to use an IDE (such as Eclipse) to check the syntax. The family of women killed in the 2012 mass shooting at a movie theater in Aurora, Colorado, are donating $1 million to Planned Parenthood to pay
for abortions for the women who survived the massacre. “We are grateful to the family of the victims and all who helped to make the 5th anniversary of this tragedy possible,” a statement from Planned Parenthood said. “As we said from the beginning, survivors of this tragedy deserve respect and support. They have been victims of a terrible crime.” The
Colorado Springs Planned Parenthood, which will handle the program, said it would handle each case “with the compassion, dignity and privacy that these victims deserve.” “These survivors do not need to do anything special to qualify,” the group’s president, Lillian Tamayo, said. “What they need is someone to listen to their story and make sure they are

supported through the experience.” Survivors who agree to have an abortion at the clinic will also be paid for the procedure, the organization said.
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hereVerification William L. “Hobbit” Lederman, a co-founder of Comic Connect and creator of the site, “Off the Leash,” will receive $10,000 from the National Museum of American History to develop his idea into a mobile app. He beat out 10 other applicants. “Comic Connect is one of the first websites to offer
comics for sale directly online,” said Nancy Kroll, chief executive officer of the Smithsonian’s Office of Digital Strategy. “We are so excited to hear about this idea and can’t wait to see how it develops.” Comic Connect and “Off the Leash” both were launched in 2010 by Lederman, a sophomore in computer science
and a self-described “big-hearted geek.” His love of comics started when he was a child, and he developed a deep appreciation of the genre when he was a freshman in high school. “[Comic books] were a part of my childhood, and that sparked a passion for comics,” Lederman said. “I love exploring this genre, and I’m
passionate about the medium.” 2d92ce491b
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